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Abstract
The hypothesis presented in the present work is that the yield surface can be

presented as a thick f̀oamed surface’ with dimensionality exceeding two, that is
the yield surface is of a fractal nature. A micromechanical model of a polycrystal
based on cellular automata (the cellular model) is proposed to investigate the
yield surface structure. A polycrystal representative volume is modelled as a
population of interconnected units which, in turn, can consist of lower-scale-
level units. Simple units, which do not have an internal structure, are deformed
by sliding along the various allowed sliding systems. To consider the stress
distribution within the limits of the components, the approach of a self-
consistent ® eld is used. The rotation of units and moment stresses connected
with it are taken into account. The results of computer experiments show that
the number of known plastic deformation e� ects can be adequately described by
the proposed cellular model. The t̀hick yield surface’ concept allows the
additional correlation between micromechanical models of polycrystals and
phenomenological theory of plasticity to be determined.

} 1. Introduction
Classical plastic ¯ ow models do not satisfy modern requirements. There are two

main directions in their development. The ® rst, which is mathematical, is connected
with the development of the general theory of rheological relationships; the second,
which is physical, is connected with the development of the representative volume
element (RVE) models which are based on speci® c ideas about deformation mechan-
isms. Within the framework of the ® rst approach, the macroscopic experimental data
are formalized; the second approach deals the generalization of physical research
results for the di� erent scale levels that are involved in plastic deformation.

These approaches have advantages and disadvantages. In phenomenological
theories, the advantages are the mathematical simplicity and concise formulation of
the constitutive relations, which allows them to be used in practical calculations.
However, the mathematical models of this class cannot be considered as general;
they are useful only for the description of a limited range of deforming processes. On
the other hand, physical theories that are based on the description of real plastic
deformation mechanisms are very explanatory and predictive, but they lack mathe-
matical simplicity.
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The above circumstances mean that it is necessary to compromise in determining
the constitutive relations for the RVE, the structure and parameters of which contain
information about the microlevel and mesolevel phenomena. The fundamental work
on this has been carried out, for example, by Hill (1972) and Rice (1971) .

In the present work we extend the de® nition of this typically `macroscopic’
concept of a yield surface by including additional information about the material
structure in it. The terms a t̀hick yield surface’ and a c̀loud of internal stresses’ are
introduced here to ful® l this need.

The yield surface is one of the fundamental concepts of the mathematical theory
of plasticity (Hill 1950) . It represents a geometric image of the yield condition in the
stress space. If a point mapping the stressed condition of the material in this space
resides inside the area limited by the yield surface, the material is deformed as elastic.
In the case when the indicated point hits on a surface, plastic ¯ ow starts. The state
mapped by points lying outside the area limited by the yield surface is impossible.
There are various interpretations concerning the form of the yield surface and its
evolution during the plastic deformations of material. In the study by Koiter (1953)
the explanation of sliding theory (Batdorf and Budiansky 1949) is given within the
framework of the yield surface approach.

In several investigations the yield surface is represented as a classical surface, that
is a two-dimensional object. The hypothesis put forward in the present work is that
the yield surface can be presented as a thick f̀oamed surface’ with dimensionality
exceeding two. In other words, perhaps, the yield surface is of a fractal nature, that is
it belongs to the class of geometric objects with fractional dimensionality. The prop-
erties of such objects have been extensively studied (Mandelbrot 1983) . Apparently,
the fractal structure of the yield surface is determined by the fractal structure of
natural materials.

The RVE of homogeneous materials, inhomogeneous materials and materials
with self-similar fractal structure are shown schematically in ® gure 1.

In many cases, the self-similarity of objects, or s̀caling’ as it is called by physi-
cists, has already allowed their structure during the macroscopic description to be
taken into account (for example Barrenblatt (1979) , De Gennes (1979) and
Mandelbrot (1983)) , which inspires new attempts to be made to study this, as
there is evidence (for example Hornbogen (1986)) on the fractal structure of metal
alloys.
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Figure 1. RVE for (a) homogeneous materials, (b) inhomogeneous materials and (c)
materials with a self-similar fractal structure.
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The idea of how to build a t̀hick yield surface’ is as follows. The RVE of material
is divided into elementary objects (units) ; each of these is deformed by means of
certain mechanisms (in the following these are the so-called simple units that are
deformed by dislocation sliding) . In the space of stresses the yield surfaces of the
indicated objects are drawn as if they were absolutely independent and not connected
with each other. The aggregation of all these surfaces forms a t̀hick yield surface’ . At
the same time, to each surface is attributed a certain `weight’ , which is proportional
to the volume of the appropriate object. Imagine a geometric image obtained after
cutting a t̀hick yield surface’ by an octahedral or other coordinate plane (as is
usually done in the mathematical theory of plasticity) ; it will be a network consisting
of many lines. The thickness of each line corresponds to the `weight’ of the appro-
priate object. In addition, for example, if the sizes of the objects are distributed
similarly to the sizes of black cells in ® gure 1 (c), we can expect the network obtained
to be fractal. These heuristic reasons allow us to assume that the t̀hick yield surface’
is of a fractal nature.

The interaction of objects, which create the material RVE as a whole, is taken
into account through the internal stresses originating between objects during their
joint plastic deformation and controlling strain mechanisms acting in them. Points
mapping the stressed condition of objects form a `cloud of internal stresses’ , the
centre of which is the point mapping the stressed condition of the whole RVE.

The interaction of the c̀loud of internal stresses’ with the t̀hick yield surface’
determines the plastic deformation. A more detailed description of this e� ect is given
in } 7.

In accordance with the ideas mentioned above, the construction of the t̀hick
yield surface’ and investigation of the correlation of its parameters with the plastic
deformation are reduced to the solution of single problem, that is the strain of the
aggregate of interconnected units. Together these units form the material RVE.

A number of methods to solve such problems have been suggested. Among these,
we would highlight the two methods that appear to be the most e� ective: the ® nite
element method (FEM) and the self-consistent scheme. The FEM is used in the
mechanics of composites (for example Shen et al. (1994)) . This method allows the
detailed investigation of the stress± strained state of the material RVE. Application of
the FEM to study the stressed± strained state of the polycrystalline aggregate, from
our point of view, is premature. Firstly, there are not yet su� ciently detailed data
about the construction of such an aggregate and the properties of its component
elements (e.g. grain boundaries) . Secondly, because of the stochastic structure of this
aggregate, the in-depth study of just one of several realizations, which is given by the
FEM, is too explicit, since averaging on realizations is necessary anyway. In addi-
tion, the FEM requires signi® cant resources.

The facts mentioned above lead us to consider now the second of the above-
mentioned approaches; the self-consistent scheme. Its essence is that during research
on the grain strain within a polycrystalline aggregate it is supposed that this grain is
placed in a certain continuum environment where it is surrounded by other grains.

Fundamental studies in this direction have been by KroÈ ner (1961), Budiansky
and Wu (1962) , Hutchinson (1964) and Hill (1965) . Hill (1965) showed that KroÈ ner
(1961) implicitly assumed the environment to have purely elastic properties and did
not take into account some e� ects connected with the transition of the aggregate to
the plastic state. In particular, Berveiller and Zaoui (1979) showed that the KroÈ ner
interaction law does not take into account the plastic accommodation of grains,
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which results in an abnormally high estimation of the magnitude of the internal
stresses. Hill (1965) proposed a general method in which the law of interaction
between a single grain and the environment was not given a priori but rather was
determined through calculations. This approach allows e� ects connected with the
plastic accommodation of grains to be taken into account. However, because of the
absence of experimental methods to determine the required parameters, it did not
® nd a practical application. Berveiller and Zaoui (1979) proposed the original
method to consider the elastic± plastic accommodation of grains that was based on
the introduction of a simple scalar àccommodation function’. These workers pro-
posed an e� ective technique for its determination through the mechanical testing of
polycrystals.

In the present work we propose a mathematical model of a polycrystalline
aggregate (the cellular model) based on the self-consistent scheme and the law of
interaction similar to the law introduced by Berveiller and Zaoui (1979) . There are
several di� erences from the classical self-consistent scheme which allow the follow-
ing:

(a) use of the cellular model to study aggregates having an inhomogeneous and
fractal structure;

(b) consideration of the local character of the grains’ interaction (short-range
interaction);

(c) introduction of various material hardening laws, which are not only linear as
in the work of Berveiller and Zaoui (1979).

These di� erences are possible owing to the use of the cellular automata approach
(for example To� oli and Margolus (1987) and Preston and Du� (1994)). The main
ideas of this approach are the following.

(1) The uniform grid represents the research area; each cell contains certain
information.

(2) Time advances by discrete steps.
(3) System laws are given as a set of rules, according to which any cell can

calculate its state at any time instant t ‡ 1 based upon its state and the states
of its closest neighbours at the time instant. It should be noted that these
laws may have either a dynamic or a stochastic character; the latter allows
random processes to be investigated.

(4) Also it is possible to take into account information about other previous
time instants … t ¡ 1, t ¡ 2, etc.) which allows processes with memory to be
simulated.

An important feature of cellular automata is the possibility of parallelizing cal-
culations which sharply decreases the time of calculations. By means of numerical
experiments, the cellular automata allow the dependence of the macrobehaviour of
the whole ensemble of cells on the local microscopic laws that determine the evolu-
tion of each cell and its interaction with the closest neighbourhood to be studied.

The original solution of the present authors is the self-similar structure of cellular
automata that allows the fractal nature of real materials to be modelled.

The goals of this article are as follows: to present the major structures and
relations of cellular model of polycrystal and to test this model for its adequacy in
describing the known e� ects and dependences; to illustrate this model while building
the c̀loud of internal stresses’ in a speci® c case; to show the evolution of this cloud
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during its interaction with the t̀hick yield surface’ . Identi® cation of the model, its
application for studying of concrete polycrystals, and the investigation of the t̀hick
yield surface’ structure and its interaction with material deformation mechanisms
will be the subjects of future research.

} 2. Model of the polycrystalline structure
According to present-day views, the deformable polycrystals have a multilevel

hierarchical structure. There are four main scale levels that can be distinguished
(Vladimirov and Romanov 1985) :

(1) microscopic (atomic) with a characteristic size lmic ˆ … 1-30† a , where a is the
lattice constant;

(2) mesoscopic (dislocation substructures level) with a characteristic size
lsub ˆ 0:1-3 mm;

(3) structural (grain level) with a characteristic size lstr ˆ 20-200 mm;
(4) macroscopic with a characteristic size lmac > 10lstr.

Within mesoscopic and structural levels, the polycrystal has a fractal structure
(Hornbogen 1986), the distinctive feature of which is the self-similarity on a changing
view scale.

The actual polycrystal described above is modelled with a three-dimensional
(3D) cellular structure. We assume that the RVE of polycrystal consists of the
aggregate of interconnected units, namely cells; each of these can be either simple
or complex. Simple cells simulate single crystals and do not contain any other cells.
Complex cells, in turn, consist of simple and/or complex cells. As a component, a
complex cell may contain cells similar to itself, which simulates the fractal nature of
such structures (see ® gure 1 (c)).

In the present work, the complicated cells that have a cubic lattice structure are
used. They consist of 27 … 3 3 3† smaller cells (® gure 2). In general, other spatial
structures and other number of components are possible.

Note that the described units (cells) should not be considered in a literal sense as
material cubes. According to the cellular automata approach (To� oli and Margolus
1987) , they are just objects that store certain information. In our case, these are the
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parameters of stress± strained conditions (SSCs), which indicate the class of object,
etc. (a detailed description is given below).

The above description de® nes a multilevel hierarchical structure. At zero level,
there is just one cell (the material RVE), at the ® rst level ¡ 33 cells, at the second level
¡ … 33

¡ p1† 33, at the third level ‰ … 33
¡ p1† 33

¡ p2 Š 33, etc., where p i is the number of
simple cells on level i.

Each cell is denoted by triples of integers. Thus, the notation for a cell of the ® rst
level consists of only one triple … m ; n; k † , where m, n, k are integers varied from 1 to 3
(see ® gure 2). The second-level cells are denoted by two triples … m1; n1; k1† … m2; n2; k2† .
The ® rst speci® es a parent ® rst-level cell containing a given second-level cell, etc. To
avoid repetition, not the full cell notation but just its level is indicated.

} 3. Model of plastic deformation on polycrystals
The plastic deformation of a complex unit is carried out by joint strain and

rotation of units contained in it. The inelastic deformation of a simple unit occurs
by dislocation glide. According to Taylor (1938) , the material ¯ ows through the
crystalline lattice while the latter can rotate irreversibly. We do not consider elastic
distortions and lattice curving.

The kinematics of plastic deformation of a cell are characterized by the velocity
gradient L (Asaro 1983)

L ˆ D ‡ X ; … 1†

where D is the symmetrical tensor of plastic extension velocities and X is the anti-
symmetrical tensor of rotation velocities.

Similarly to work (Asaro 1983) , X is decomposed into two components:

X ˆ X
p

‡ X *; … 2†

the ® rst of which (indicated by a superscript p) is due only by plastic glide, and the
second (indicated by an asterisk) arises because of rotation of the crystalline lattice.

For simple cells, according to Asaro (1983) , we have

D ˆ

X k

¬ˆ 1

P
… ¬†

_®
… ¬ †

; … 3†

X
p

ˆ

X k

¬ˆ 1

W
… ¬ †

_®
… ¬†

; … 4†

where
P

… ¬†
ˆ 1

2 … s… ¬ †·m… ¬†
‡ m… ¬ †·s… ¬†

† ; … 5†

W
… ¬†

ˆ 1
2 … s… ¬ †·m… ¬†

¡ m… ¬ †·s… ¬†
† ; … 6†

m… ¬ † and s… ¬† are singular vectors that are normal to the sliding plane and to sliding
direction respectively, in the aggregate de® ning active sliding system ¬; _®

… ¬ † is the
crystallographic slip rate.

The magnitude of _®
… ¬† is determined by the tangential stress ½

¬ acting in the
appropriate sliding system (Asaro 1983) (see the detailed description below). The
latter is calculated from the formula

t
… ¬†

ˆ m… ¬ †·s… ¬† : S ; … 7†

where S is a stress tensor applied to simple unit.
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The tensors D
n and X

p;n describing any complex n-level unit are determined by
averaging:

D
n

ˆ 1
27

P

D
n‡ 1

; X
p;n

ˆ 1
27

P

X
p;n‡ 1

; … 8†

where the summation is made on 27 component … n ‡ 1† -level units, which form a
selected n-level unit. The relationships for X *;n will be obtained below.

According to equations (4) and (8), in the general case, each … n ‡ 1† -level unit
rotates as a whole in relation to its parent n-level unit. It activates the reaction from
the power unit counteracting this rotation; this quantitative measure is the force
moment connected with moment stresses. The force moment can be taken into
account by the asymmetrical stress tensor S :

S ˆ r ‡ r; … 9†

where r and r are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts respectively of S .
The general theory of asymmetric elasticity was developed by Cosserat and

Cosserat (1909) . It was not appreciated during their lifetime but was redeveloped
and extended by Truesdell and Toupin (1960) . Simpli® ed variants of the Cosserat±
Cosserat medium theory have also been given by Mindlin and Tiersten (1962) and
Koiter (1964). The main simplifying assumption of these studies is that the symme-
trical part of the stress tensor is connected only with the symmetrical strain tensor. In
the present work we also make this assumption.

The magnitude of the symmetrical part of stress tensor is determined using the
self-consistent ® eld approach. In order to calculate the stressed state of any unit
belonging to … n ‡ 1† level, the stressed state of the complex n-level parent unit is
accepted as the average ® eld of stresses. On the other hand, the gradient of the
complex unit velocity is determined by averaging its components. Thereby, the
correlation between the various levels of plastic deformation is simulated.

Corresponding to the above statement, we shall generalize the relationships of
the self-consistent ® eld theory for the symmetrical part of stress tensor (Berveiller
and Zaoui 1979) taking into account the possibility rotation of the units:

r

r
n‡ 1

¡
r

r
n

ˆ M : … D
n

¡ D
n‡ 1

† ; … 10†

M jklm ˆ M ¯jl¯km ; … 11†

M ˆ 2a·… 1 ¡ b† is the è� ective’ elastic modulus, · is the elastic shear modulus,
b ˆ 2… 4 ¡ 5¸ † =15… 1 ¡ ¸ † , ¸ is Poisson’s ratio, and a is the `plastic accommodation
function’ introduced by Berveiller and Zaoui (1979) in order to take into account the
plastic accommodation of grain boundaries; a is varied from zero to one and is
determined from the results of mechanical testing of polycrystals.

Equation (10) links the SSC properties of any complex n-level unit with those of
the … n ‡ 1† -level units contained in it. In this relationship, r designates the Jaumann
derivative along the coordinate axis rotating together with the n-level units.

We now evaluate the magnitude of stresses and moments connected with the
relative rotations of units. For this purpose we shall cut o� an … n ‡ 1† -level unit from
a n-level unit and extend it uniaxially along axes 2 (® gure 3). Suppose that there was
a rotation of the … n ‡ 1† -level unit by a small angle ’

n‡ 1
3 in relation to the n-level

unit. The latter initiates the moment opposite to the rotation. It is natural to assume
as a ® rst approximation that the magnitude of this moment is proportional to
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’
n‡ 1
3 . From dimensionality reasons,

·
n‡ 1
3 ˆ ¡ m … l

n‡ 1
†
2

’
n‡ 1
3 ; … 12†

where ·3 is the moment component along axes 3, l
n‡ 1 is the characteristic linear

size of … n ‡ 1† ± level unit, and m is the material parameter in megapascal metres. The
minus sign shows that the moment counteracts the rotation. As a vector,

l
n‡ 1

ˆ ¡ m … l
n‡ 1

†
2

u
n‡ 1

: … 13†

On the other hand, it is possible to express the magnitude of ·3 through the
asymmetric part of the stress tensor. From dimensionality reasons (with accuracy up
to constant) we have

·
n‡ 1
3 ˆ … l

n‡ 1
†
3

r
n‡ 1
12 : … 14†

From equations (12) and (14) it follows that

r
n‡ 1
12 ˆ ¡

m

ln‡ 1 ’
n‡ 1
3 : … 15†

Similar relationships can be obtained for n‡ 1
13 and n‡ 1

23 . Brie¯ y, all these rela-
tionships can be written as follows:

r
n‡ 1
i j ˆ ¡

m

l n‡ 1 "ijk ’
n‡ 1
k ; … 16†

where "ijk is the Levi± Civita symbol.
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Figure 3. Small rotation of the … n ‡ 1† -level unit in relation to its parent n-level unit on
uniaxial extension along axes 2: (Ð Ð Ð ), … n ‡ 1† -level boundary after uniaxial exten-
sion; ( ), boundary of the `hole’ in the n-level element after uniaxial extension;
(- - - - -), boundaries of the initial element and the hole before uniaxial extension.



Note that the r
n‡ 1 components, which are determined according to equation

(16), represent this tensor within the frame rotating together with the … n ‡ 1† -level
unit.

According to equation (2), the vector u
n‡ 1 can be decomposed on two com-

ponents

u
n‡ 1

ˆ u
p;n‡ 1

‡ u*;n‡ 1; … 17†

the meanings of which correspond to X
p;n‡ 1 and X *;n‡ 1. The component u

p;n‡ 1

initiates the elastic response of the environment l
p;n‡ 1, counteracting a rotation.

l
p;n‡ 1 is evaluated from equation (13), where u

p;n‡ 1 is substituted for u
n‡ 1.

l
p;n‡ 1

ˆ ¡ m … l
n‡ 1

†
2

u
p;n‡ 1

: … 18†

The rotation u*;n‡ 1 has the opposite sign and results in relaxation of the
moment by the magnitude

l*;n‡ 1 ˆ ¡ m … l
n‡ 1

†
2

u*;n‡ 1: … 19†

We now calculate each component of u
n‡ 1 separately. For this purpose we

shall consider a complex n-level unit containing an … n ‡ 1† -level unit. The magnitude
of u

p;n‡ 1 for the … n ‡ 1† -level unit is found from the formula

’
p;n‡ 1
i

ˆ "ijk … X
p;n‡ 1
kj

¡ X
p;n

kj
† t ; … 20†

where t is the short time instant; X
p;n is found according to equation (8) for

complex units, except for the 0-level unit, and for simple units according to equation
(4). For the 0-level unit we suppose that X

p;0
ˆ 0, that is we assume that all rotations

of the structural elements and moment stresses are localized within the limits of
material RVE.

The u*;n‡ 1 components are determined by the following relationships:

’*i ;n‡ 1 ˆ
0; if µ

n‡ 1
i < µc;

¡ ’
p;n‡ 1
i ; if µ

n‡ 1
i 5 µc;

(

… 21†

where µ
n‡ 1
i ˆ j ·

n‡ 1
i j =… l

n‡ 1
†
2; µc is a material parameter with the units megapascal

metres.
Equations (16), (19) and (21) show that the rotation of material units causing the

relaxation of moments occur at a certain magnitude of the internal moment.
The tensor X *;n‡ 1 of velocities of these rotations is connected to u*;n‡ 1 by

’*i ;n‡ 1 ˆ "ijk … X *;n‡ 1
kj

¡ X *;n
kj

† t: … 22†

As we neglect the elastic distortions of the crystalline lattice, the tensor X *;n‡ 1

determines the modi® cation of frame orientation of the n ‡ 1 unit in relation to its
parent n unit.

Now we suppose that the appropriate Cartesian frames are displaced by the
angles ¬,  , ® (Figure 4). For simplicity, we use the terms the `upper system’ for
the n-level unit and the l̀ower system’ for the … n ‡ 1† -level unit. The transformation
of coordinates of any vector a from the lower system to the upper system is deter-
mined by the matrix cik :

a
¡

i ˆ c
¡

ika k ; … 23†
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where

c
¡

11 ˆ cos  cos ¬;

c
¡

21 ˆ cos  sin ¬;

c
¡

31 ˆ sin  ;

c
¡

12 ˆ ¡ cos ® sin ¬ ¡ sin ® cos ¬ sin  ;

c
¡

22 ˆ cos ® cos ¬ ¡ sin ® sin ¬ sin  ;

c
¡

32 ˆ sin ® cos  ;

c
¡

13 ˆ sin ® sin ¬ ¡ cos ® sin  cos ¬;

c
¡

23 ˆ ¡ sin ® cos ¬ ¡ cos ® sin  sin ¬;

c
¡

33 ˆ cos ® cos  :

… 24†

The index lines that are put above and below the values in ® gure 4 specify the
upper and lower systems accordingly. It is easy to show that, as a result of unit
rotation on a vector u*, the angles determining its orientation will be changed
according to

¬ ˆ ’*3;

® ˆ ’*3 sin  ‡ … ’*1 cos ¬ ‡ ’*2 sin ¬† cos  ; … 25†

 ˆ ’*1 sin ¬ ¡ ’*2 cos ¬:

The relationships given in this paragraph allow a systematic computing process
that simulates plastic deformation of polycrystal to be realized. To explain this
process, we shall consider a cellular model unit state at an instant t and its modi® ca-
tion at the time step t . As the model state we understand the stressed state proper-
ties of units.

Let us suppose that all these properties are known at t. At the next calculation
step, the time increment t and the stress tensor symmetrical part increment r

0 are
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given at the upper level … n ˆ 0† . The modi® cation of the model state happens in two
stages. At the ® rst stage, which we call `movement downwards’, the values of r

n ,
r

n , r
n , r

n , l
n , l

n and ’*;n are determined. Here the kinematic characteristics D
n ,

X
p;n , ’*;n , ¬

n , 
n and ®

n of condition t are used. At the second stage, `movement
upwards’ , new values of the deformed state properties D

n , X
p;n , ¬,  and ® are

determined on the basis of the calculated stressed state parameters. The meanings
of the terms `movement downwards’ and `movement upwards’ are as follows. At the
® rst stage, the stressed state of units belonging to deeper scale levels is determined
gradually; at the second stage, the deformed state properties of upper level units are
determined by averaging over lower-layer units.

At t ˆ 0 we suppose that D
n

ˆ 0, X
p;n

ˆ 0.
The algorithm of the s̀oft’ loading simulation of polycrystals is stated above. By

soft loading we mean a mode when the increments of the stress tensor r
0 are set at

each step. The `hard’ loading mode is characterized by setting the increment of the
full strain tensor e

0 for the top-level unit … n ˆ 0† at each time instant. In this case,
r

0 is found from

r0 ˆ E : … e
0

¡ D
0

t † ; … 26†

where E is the tensor of the polycrystalline elasticity modules.
With the help of equation (26), the simulation of `hard’ loading is reduced to the

previous algorithm.

} 4. Constitutive relationships for single crystals
Within the model framework o� ered, each simple unit that simulates a single

crystal can have several sliding systems. They are set by the vector that is normal to
the sliding plane and the vector, indicating the sliding direction in a simple unit
frame. For each sliding system, the parameters of the constitutive relationships are
speci® ed.

The relationships connecting _®
¬ with ½

¬ for various mechanisms, which control
the movement of dislocations, have been given in a number of publications on plastic
deformation physics.

In particular, according to Frost and Ashby (1982)

_®
¬

ˆ _®
¬
0 exp ¡

F

kT
1 ¡

j ½
¬

j

½ ¬
c

p q
½

¬

½ ¬
c

; … 27†

where F is the energy of activation necessary to overcome obstacles in the absence
of external stresses, ½

¬
c is the critical tangential stress for system ¬, p and q are

parameters dependent on the mechanism controlling dislocation glide … 0 4 p 4 1;
1 4 q 4 2† , k is the Boltzman constant, t is the temperature and _®0 is the parameter
describing system ¬ .

Apart from equation (27), in the present work we have also taken advantage of
the simple law used earlier by Asaro (1983) :

_®
¬

ˆ _À
¬ ½

¬

g¬

j ½
¬

j

g¬

1=²¡ 1

; … 28†

where _À
¬ , g

¬ and ² are parameters of system ¬. At ² 1 the last parameter corre-
sponds to the critical tangential stress in equation (27), because an approximating
j ½

¬
j to j g

¬
j the velocity of a strain determined by equation (28) increases sharply.
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The two laws mentioned above can be used for both velocity-sensitive and
velocity-insensitive materials. In the latter case, the parameters of equations (27) and
(28) should be such that the derivative _®

¬ on ½
¬ at j ½

¬
j > ½

¬
c … j ½

¬
j > g

¬
† is large

enough (see the more detailed description in the section on the analysis of computer
experiments).

Deformational hardening of single crystals corresponds to the dependences of ½
¬
c

and g
¬ on the magnitude of sliding strain. The various models of self-hardening and

latent hardening of sliding systems are comprehensively analysed by Asaro (1983) .
In the present work, we used the following simpli® ed model of deformational
hardening:

½
¬
c ˆ ½

¬
c0 1 ‡ C 1®

¬
‡ C2

X

 6ˆ ¬

®


 !

; … 29†

where ®
¬

ˆ
„

t

0 j _®
¬

j dt , and C 1 and C 2 are constants.
The second and third terms in equation (29) characterize the self-hardening of

system ¬ and its latent hardening that is caused by other sliding systems.

} 5. Comparison of the cellular model withthe classical
self-consistent scheme

There are three major di� erences between the cellular model and the classical
self-consistent scheme:

(1) The stressed condition of elements at instant t is determined by their strained
condition at instant t ¡ 1, instead of instant t, as in the classical self-
consistent scheme.

(2) The response of the closest surrounding is taken into account while deter-
mining the stressed condition of elements.

(3) The response of the environment connected with the rotations of elements is
taken into account.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Simple rheological models illustrating the di� erences in the determination of the
environment response for (a) the cellular model and (b) the classical self consistent
scheme.



The indicated di� erences allow the following:

(a) use of the cellular model for investigation of aggregates with inhomogeneous
and fractal structures;

(b) incorporation of the local character of interaction of grains (short-range
interaction);

(c) consideration of various material hardening laws, which can be not only
linear, as in the work of Berveiller and Zaoui (1979) ;

(d) use of di� erent material parameters (such as the accommodation function
and the characteristic linear dimension) at di� erent scale levels.

Simple rheological models illustrating the di� erences in the determination of the
environment response for the cellular model and the classical self-consistent scheme
are shown in ® gure 5.

} 6. Computer experiments with the cellular model of polycrystal
On the basis of the model of polycrystal deformation described above, we

designed some personal computer software. The structure of the circumscribed
model meets the modern object-oriented computer programming approach. The
model unit is described as an easily readable programming object that can be mod-
i® ed and improved in use. A number of such objects corresponding to various
material structures have been developed. Any material can be simulated by the
appropriate combination of base objects stored in a supplemented object database.

The random access memory (RAM) volume is critical to execute the application.
For instance, to simulate a four-level system of fcc material (12 sliding systems are
allowed in cells of the lower fourth level) about 6 Mbytes of RAM are needed. The
original software had been tested on Pentium 233 MMX with 32 Mbytes of RAM.
Application allows the behaviour of any unit to be monitored during the deforma-
tion of the whole aggregate; stress± strain curves and plasticity surfaces for a speci® c
inelastic strain value to be obtained and the creation of textures, etc., to be predicted.

The major task of computer experiments was to investigate and analyse the
properties and convergence of the computing process, to test the cellular model
for an adequate description of already-known e� ects and regularities, and to reveal
the dependence of the deformation process on model parameters. The following
tasks will be the subject of future research: identi® cation of the model parameters;
its quantitative comparison with the full-scale experiment; use of model for the
research of real polycrystal plastic ¯ ow regularities.

As has already been mentioned above, the software based on cellular model
allows one t̀o enter’ (navigate through) any unit instantly during the calculations
and to monitor the modi® cation of its SSC properties.

Using these features, in particular, it was determined that the constitutive rela-
tionships (27) and (28) maintain the tangential stress ½

¬ at the level ½
¬
c … g

¬
† . Relative

deviations in these magnitudes do not exceed 5± 7%. The reason for this is that at
j ½

¬
j > ½

¬
c … j ½

¬
j > g

¬
† the strain ®

¬ increases sharply as ½
¬ increases, which entails the

response of the environment reducing ½
¬ . Because of discretization of the calculation

process, a decrease in j ½
¬

j to a level below ½
¬
c … j ½

¬
j > g

¬) is possible, which results in a
practical stoppage of the strain in system ¬ . Then, continuing loading in this direc-
tion, the magnitude of j ½

¬
j increases and, after several time instants, the system

begins to work again. Systems with the indicated behaviour were considered to be
active. Systems which have j ½

¬
j < ½

¬
c … j ½

¬
j < g

¬
† during the ® nal time instant were
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called passive. The number of active sliding systems on each loading step is deter-
mined using the magnitude of the accumulated strain and the following model
parameters: the number of allowed sliding systems; the è� ective’ elastic modulus
M; the parameters m, µc, C 1 and C 2. As M, m, µc and C 1 increase, there is a tendency
for the number of active systems to increase. The latter is caused by the decreased
ability of units to be accommodated with the help of acting sliding systems, and that is
why the unit is compelled to include new units. Numerical examples are given below.

In the case when adjacent units are deformed almost uniformly, the environment
cannot stabilize the magnitude of tangential stresses, and the failure of the comput-
ing process during the soft loading mode is very probable because of the extremely
high value of strain increment. This corresponds to the ideal plasticity case.

The major critical point for any discrete computing process is the in¯ uence of the
argument increment (calculation step) on the outcome of the experiment. A reason-
able answer to the question about a proper step requires additional theoretical
research and is not considered in the present article. Practically, we have always
managed to ® nd such small increments of stresses (in the soft loading mode) or
strains (in the hard loading mode) for which decreases by a factor of two or more
almost had no e� ect on the outcome of calculation. It appeared that the calculation
of one loading program up to strains of the order of 0.2 using the computer con® g-
uration indicated above takes about 10± 15 min in an interactive mode.

As an example, we shall describe the outcome of experiments on the simulation
of the multistage deformation of an iron polycrystal. The following values of the
model parameters were used in the calculations: F ˆ 6 10¡ 19 J; ½c ˆ 100 MPa;
_®0 ˆ 10¡ 5 s¡ 1; · ˆ 80GPa (Frost and Ashby 1982) ; T ˆ 300 K; characteristic size of
units l ˆ 5 10¡ 7 m (in trial calculations the sizes are identical for all units);
m ˆ 5 10¡ 5 MPa m. ¬ ,  and ® are distributed gradually within the following
ranges: ¬ 2 ‰ 0; 2p Š ;  2 ‰ ¡ p=2; p=2Š ; ® 2 ‰ 0; 2p Š . The value of 2· … 1 ¡ b† , which is
present in the relationship for the e� ective elastic modulus, was 100 GPa. The var-
ious conditions for the experiment are given in table 1.

In ® gures 6 and 7, the results of computer experiments on the uniaxial extension
of a polycrystal are shown. The dependences on the e� ective elastic modulus M (or
`plastic accommodation function’ a) and the number of allowed sliding systems in
simple units are given. The simulation where a large part of sliding systems is
blocked was carried out separately.
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Table 1. Conditions for the numerical experiments.

Plastic accommodation M Number of allowed µc
Experiment function a (GPa) sliding systems … 10¡ 5 MPa m)

1 1 100 12{ 10
2 0.5 50 12{ 10
3 0.25 25 12{ 10
4 1 100 4{ 10
5 0.5 50 4{ 10
6 0.25 25 4{ 10
7 0.5 50 12{ 10
8 1 100 12{ 1

{ f 111g h 110i .
{ … 111† ‰ 110Š ; … 111† ‰ 011Š ; … 111† ‰ 011Š ; … 111† ‰ 011Š :



The abscissae for these and the following ® gures indicate the magnitude of the
full strain calculated using the equation

"i ˆ
21=2

3

X

‰ … exx ¡ eyy †
2

‡ … eyy ¡ ezz †
2

‡ … ezz ¡ exx †
2

‡ 6… e
2
xy ‡ e

2
yz ‡ e

2
zx † Š

1=2
; … 30†

where the summation is over all steps of deformation preceding the present moment
of time and eij are the increments of full strains of the 0-level unit.
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Figure 6. In¯ uence of è� ective’ elastic modulus M on the hardening curve for fcc material
(table 1, experiments 1± 3).

Figure 7. In¯ uence of the è� ective’ elastic modulus M on the hardening curve for the
material with four allowed sliding systems (table 1, experiments 4± 6).



First, we should mention that the calculated magnitude of ¼=½c (® gure 6) corre-
sponds to the value of 3.06 for this parameter given by Taylor (1938) and to the value
of 3.1 given by Bishop and Hill (1951) .

As expected, the decrease in M results in softening of the elastic response of the
environment which corresponds to an increase in the e� ciency of grain-boundary
accommodation. This lowers the stress± strain curves.

Note that the decrease in the number of allowed sliding systems to four results in
a sharp increase in the deformational hardening intensity of a polycrystal.

During the numerical experiments it was established that in the case of 12 pos-
sible sliding systems the number of active systems changed from two to four in
di� erent units, and in the case of four possible systems from three to four.

Figure 8 shows the in¯ uence of rotations on the shape of stress± strain curves.
This draws attention to the fact that the linear part of these curves occurs in the
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Figure 8. In¯ uence of the rotations on the hardening curve for the material with four allowed
sliding systems (table 1, experiment 7).

Figure 9. Non-monotonic deformation of fcc material (table 1, experiment 8).



absence of rotations. The initiation of rotations results in the additional relaxation of
internal stresses and parabolizes curves. These results correspond to the data from
known experiments.

Figure 9 shows the hardening curve that was obtained for a polycrystal by the
deformation program given in table 2.

In table 2, eij are the components of the full strain tensor of the material
RVE (0-level cell). The following is worth noting: on unloading and loading in
the opposite directions (step 3) the Bauschinger e� ect is exhibited. On glide
deformation of solid, the temporary unloading of material happens at step 4;
then the hardening curve disappears on prolonging the previous step curve.
Here the known e� ect of the uniform hardening curve is exhibited.

} 7. Polycrystal t̀hick yield surface’and its structure
We now construct the yield surface of a polycrystal in a classical way with the

help of the designed cellular model. Figure 10 (a) shows the results of calculations for
experiment 1 (table 1); ® gure 10 (b) correspond to the same calculation conditions
except that there is arti® cial texture for this material … ¬ ˆ  ˆ ® ˆ 0 for all units);
here the allowed residual strain is 10¡ 3. Figure 10 (a) approaches the van Mises
ellipse; ® gure 10 (b) is very close to the Tresca hexagon.

The trace of the yield surface calculated at a very small residual strain tolerance
(10¡ 5) is shown in ® gure 10 (c). Calculation results correspond well to the conclu-
sions of Lipinski et al. (1990) who showed that the yield surface of a polycrystal is
similar to the Tresca prism at the very small residual strain tolerance.

We shall now expand ideas about the yield surface. For this purpose, we shall
map the yield surfaces of separate elements in the stress space as if they were not
connected to each other. Obviously, the yield surface of each sliding system will be
mapped by a pair of parallel planes, determined by the equation

j m… ¬ †·s… ¬†
: S j ˆ ½

… ¬†

c : … 31†

The point corresponding to the stressed state of this system can be either between the
indicated planes (in this case system is not active) or on them (in this case system is
active).

The conjunction of the yield planes of all sliding systems of simple units will
eventually form the geometric object that we shall call the t̀hick yield surface’ of this
unit. The quotation marks indicate that this term is used not in the classical way. The
classical variant would be a yield surface representing the boundary of the intersec-
tion of elastic areas for all sliding systems of the considered unit (Koiter 1953) .

The t̀hick yield surface’ of the n-level complex unit is a geometric object formed
by the aggregation t̀hick yield surfaces’ of all … n ‡ 1† -level units contained in it. As a
result of this construction in stress space, the self-similar geometric object is
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Table 2. Program of complex deformation.

Step N exx eyy ezz exy eyz ezx

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 ¡ 0:005 ¡ 0:005 0.01 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0.005 0 0
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Figure 10. Calculated yield surface contours: (a) without texture; (b) textured material; (c)
without texture at the very small residual strain tolerance (10¡ 5).



obtained. We shall call it the `thick yield surface’ of a polycrystal. In the present
work we propose a hypothesis that this object is of a fractal nature. Figure 11 shows
the di� erence between the classical yield surface and the t̀hick yield surface’ .

Di� erent from the classical yield surface, the t̀hick yield surface’ has an internal
structure. The point mapping the stressed state of the material representative volume
can penetrate inside this t̀hick surface’ . Here it can s̀plit’ , forming the set of points
that map the stressed states of the ® rst-level units. Each one of them can reside only
within the limits of its unit t̀hick yield surface’ , inside which this point, in turn, is
s̀plit’ into the points corresponding to the stressed states of the second-level units,
etc. Finally, the stressed state of the representative volume of a polycrystal is mapped
by a set of points N, which reside on yield planes of the corresponding sliding
systems of the lowest-level units.

Obviously, the diameter of N is a quantitative measure of internal microstresses
in the material. In ® gure 12 the evolution of N under the loading of the same material
in di� erent directions within the Sxx -S yy plane is shown (the stressed states of units
are given in 0-level unit coordinates) . The calculation is carried out using the cellular
model of a polycrystal under the conditions indicated above. The depth of a pene-
tration inside the t̀hick yield surface’ corresponds to a residual strain magnitude of
0.01.

Figure 12 shows that each penetration of the set N in the `thick yield surface’
results in distortion of this set. The beginning of plastic ¯ ow of material is connected
to the ® rst signs of this distortion.
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Figure 11. Di� erence between the classical yield surface and the thick yield surface.
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Figure 12. Evolution of N during the consequential penetration inside the t̀hick yield
surface’ .
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Figure 13. Evolution of N on complex two-stage loading: (a) initiation of splitting on direct
loading; (b) Nat the end of direct loading; (c) Nafter unloading; (d)± (f) distortion of N
on opposite sign loading.



Figure 13 shows the evolution of N at the complex two-stage loading going in
opposite directions. It is clearly seen that the set N starts to distort at the smaller
outer stresses during opposite sign loading, compared with the initial loading, which
reveals the Bauschinger e� ect.

While the magnitude of the penetration depth increases, the diameter of N
increases as each of the mapping points can move only along the yield plane,
which corresponds to the increase in internal stresses.

The latter reaches a maximum size and stops increasing at a certain value of the
increasing strain. This means that at the rather deep penetration inside the t̀hick
yield surface’ the yield planes should rotate or fractionate, stretching very consider-
ably the set N. Obviously, the ® rst stated e� ect corresponds to the rotation of units,
and the second e� ect to the partition of simple units, producing parts rotated from
one another (the fragmentation of grains) . At the same time, a recess forms on the
internal boundary of the t̀hick yield surface’ .

The classical yield surface determines the increment of plastic deformation at
each loading stage (Hill 1950) by means of the associated ¯ ow law. It is easy to see
that the t̀hick yield surface’ proposed by us has similar properties. The di� erence is
that in this case the macroscopic vector of the plastic deformation increment of the
representative volume is obtained by summation of the vectors of the microstrain
increment of separate elements, which follows from equation (8). The increment of
plastic deformations, which is stipulated by a sliding system, is determined by the
vector that is orthogonal to the appropriate yield plane. The latter follows from
equations (3), (5) and (31).

The velocity of the plastic deformation growth of a polycrystal depends on the
structure of the t̀hick yield surface’ area, occupied by a set N, and on the direction of
the vector of the macrostress increment de® ning the evolution of N. In this connec-
tion, even though the magnitude of movement into the `thick yield surface’ may be
identical in speci® c cases, there may be di� erent increments of plastic deformation in
di� erent parts of this surface and along the di� erent directions of movement inside
it. Here, ideal plasticity (plasticity without hardening) corresponds to some limiting
formations in a t̀hick yield surface’ . To reach those, there should be inde® nitely
large residual strain.

} 8. Conclusions
To summarize all that has been stated about the t̀hick yield surface’ , it is possible

to conclude that, for a number of reasons, it is an interesting object, especially when
considered together with the c̀loud of internal stresses’ . This object should not be
reduced just to a new label. Several reasons for this are given below.

(1) The t̀hick yield surface’ allows one to distinguish between the hardening
mechanisms connected with internal stresses and those connected with mod-
i® cations in material structure. The former are revealed as modi® cations of
the c̀loud of internal stresses’ and have no e� ect on t̀hick yield surface’ ; the
latter change this surface.

(2) The `thick yield surface’ allows one to give a new geometric image to
e� ects caused by internal stresses and by disproportionate loading and
unloading. For example, the Bauschinger e� ect is explained not as a migra-
tion of the whole yield surface but rather as an extension of the `cloud of
internal stresses’ . Plastic ¯ ow during the neutral additional loading (e.g. the
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experiments of Nahdi and Rowley 1954) cannot be connected with the for-
mation of the angular point on a smooth yield surface. Here, the centre of
the `cloud of internal stresses’ (the point mapping the stressed state of RVE
as whole) is moving inside the body of the t̀hick yield surface’ .

(3) Numerical experiments show that the size and the form of the c̀loud of
internal stresses’ depend on the trajectory and the length of path followed
by the centre of this cloud along the trajectory of its movement inside the
t̀hick yield surface’ . In turn, the geometry of the `cloud of internal stresses’
and local structure of the t̀hick yield surface’ determine the velocity of RVE
deformation. All this encourages us to think that the geometric properties of
the proposed objects can be used as parameters in the constitutive relation-
ships for RVE.

The concept of the t̀hick yield surface’ allows one to obtain the additional
correlation between the micromechanical models of polycrystals and the phenom-
enological theory of plasticity. Evidently, the t̀hick yield surface’ is of a fractal
nature. The structure of this `surface’ as well as the other properties of a deformable
polycrystal can be investigated with the help of the cellular model developed.
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